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The green city
 full of experiences

W E L C O M E  T O  W O L F S B U R G

When you pick up the Discover 
Wolfsburg magazine you hold 100% 
Wolfsburg in your hands. What 
awaits you here? Stories about happy 
moments, nature experiences and 
highlights that are special attractions 
in Wolfsburg.

Wolfsburg, traditionally been a city 
at the Mittelland Canal enthusiastic 
about automobiles and sports, is 
versatile, dynamic and cosmopolitan. 
Embedded between two majestic 
landscapes, the Harz Mountains in the 
South and the Lüneburger Heide in 
the North-West, a modern city with a 
population of around 125,000 people 
nowadays has been created in just 
two generations. Wolfsburg is one of 
the most innovative and economically 
strongest cities, one of the top ten 
cities in Germany with the best pros-
pects for the future and occupies the 
top position in terms of sustainability.

We want to show you an overview 
of selected sights, events and offers 
and hope to inspire you with plenty 
of ideas for discovery tours. Our top 
topic in this issue is about the green 
diversity that Wolfsburg is offering. 
Hardly anyone knows that Wolfsburg 
is one of the greenest cities in nort-
hern Germany.

In and around Wolfsburg many 
green spaces and nature reserves 
invite you to experience nature and 
forget everyday life. Wolfsburg-born 
Jonas Lamberg, author of the book 
‘Glücksorte in und um Wolfsburg’
(Places of Happiness in and around 
Wolfsburg), takes us on various 
walks through his favourite city.

ou can find out more about 
Wolfsburg, your arrival and further 
information online at any time via 
wolfsburg-erleben.de.

We would be delighted if we could 
also awaken your enthusiasm for 
Wolfsburg. And maybe you’ll soon  
be saying to your family or friends:  
We absolutely have to go there!

We wish you lots of fun on your  
discovery journey.

The team of

Discover  
Wolfsburg

Willkommen
in Wolfsburg
Entdecke die Wolfsburger Vielfalt 
in deutscher Sprache in unserem 
Erlebnis-Portal wolfsburg-erleben.de. 
Was dich dort erwartet? Wolfsburg-
Highlights und -Klassiker, Natur-Erleb-
nisse, ein Veranstaltungskalender, 
Reiseangebote und die Möglichkeit 
zur direkten Buchung von Unterkünf-
ten und Stadtführungen. 

Viel Spaß beim Entdecken! 
www.wolfsburg-erleben.de

For reasons of better readability, language forms 
are not used generically. All references to persons 
apply equally to all genders.
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Discover
Discover
Wolfsburg 

Discover the highlights

06
Ready for new adventures?
Wolfsburg will win you over with short 
walks and versatile leisure experiences: 
high-quality art and cultural offerings, 
captivating mobility, hands-on science, 
and exclusive shopping. These and 
many other leisure highlights are wai-
ting to be discovered.

Crazy about cars

40
Where cars have their own city
Follow in the footsteps of historical tech-
nological innovations in various museums, 
experience at first hand how a car is made on a 
guided tour of the factory or meet the mobility 
trends of tomorrow today in the Autostadt!

Culturally diverse

44
Museums. Galeries. Castles. Fortresses.
The young city of Wolfsburg has a number of 
cultural highlights to offer beyond the art mu-
seum. From the City Museum to Fallersleben 

astle  art and culture lovers should find their 
new favourite place here.

Highlights for families

46
No time for being bored!
Families are in good hands here: a wide range of leisure activities, 
playful educational opportunities, many ways to relax in nature, and 
best of all: all the places to experience are just a few minutes away 
from one another.

Discover Wolfsburg

52_The city of short strolls
Location and arrival: where is Wolfsburg actually located 
in Germany? What is the best way to get there?

53_We’re here for you
We offer you our full service: from free advice and 
planning right through to your actual stay in Wolfsburg!

54_Travel conditions 
Our travel conditions for groups and package tours

58_Where’s what?
Wolfsburg city centre map

Events

28
What’s happening in Wolfsburg? 
Wolfsburg is diverse and colourful. 
The city attracts visitors with both 
larger and smaller cultural events. 
We have put together an overview 
of what you should definitely make 
a point of going to.

Gastronomy

34
Set the table!
The gastronomic scene is shaped 
by the influences of Wolfsburg’s 
culturally diverse society. 
Over 130 culinary options are  
waiting for you.

Surrounded by greenery

20
Blissful strolls through green Wolfsburg
What does Wolfsburg feel like? Hardly anyone can describe it better as the 
author of the book Gl cksorte in und um Wolfsburg’ ( laces of appiness in 
and around Wolfsburg). Jonas Lamberg, who was born and raised here in the 
city, invites us to accompany him on three walks through his favourite city.
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F O L L O W
D I S C O V E R 

W O L F S B U R G

#wolfsburg 
erleben

new favourite place here.

Discover



Wolfsburg will win you over with short walks and a surprisingly wide range of versatile 
leisure experiences: high-quality art and culture, fascinating mobility in the Autostadt, 

hands-on science in the Science Center phaeno, exclusive shopping in the Designer 
Outlets. These and many other leisure highlights are waiting to be discovered.

#wolfsburgerleben

Discover the 
highlights

R E A D Y  F O R  N E W  A D V E N T U R E S ?
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Discover the future

One of the absolute top leisure highlights in Wolfsburg 
is the Autostadt, the olkswagen Group’s theme 
and adventure park. Right in the heart of the city, the 
Autostadt invites young and old guests on a journey 
through the world of mobility.

The 28-hectare park and lagoon landscape features 
the cross-make car museum ZeitHaus, seasonal 
productions, interesting themed exhibitions and 
numerous adventure attractions, including exciting 
driving training sessions, and plenty on offer for the 
whole family.

The Autostadt is now one of the most popular and 
most visited amusement parks in Germany.

ou can find out more  
about the Autostadt at  
www.wolfsburg-erleben.de

Autostadt
Stadtbrücke · 38440 Wolfsburg

Over 42 million guests 
have visited the Autostadt 
since its opening in 2000.
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The Call of the Wolves

First-class professional sport is on show when the 
footballers of VfL Wolfsburg take to the pitch. The 
Volkswagen Arena and the AOK Stadium next door 
are the teams’ home grounds. quipped with state-of-
the-art technology, the 30,000-seat Volkswagen Arena 
offers a top-class football experience.

uring its 5-year history in the Bundesliga, the men’s 
team won the German championship in 2009 and the 
DFB Cup in 2015. VfL Wolfsburg has also presented 
itself several times on the international stage. The 
women’s team is one of the most successful teams in 
Germany with 16 national and 2 international titles. 
It is well worth experiencing a live match and joining 
in the excitement or taking a look behind the scenes 
on a guided tour through the stadium.

ou can find out more 
about VfL Wolfsburg at 
www.wolfsburg-erleben.de

V fL  
Wolfsburg

In den Allerwiesen 1 · 38446 Wolfsburg
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The women’s football
team of VfL Wolfsburg 
is writing a unique 
success story.
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XL shopping at the heart of the city

Shopping without stress – with a wide range and 
exclusive prices. The Designer Outlets Wolfsburg, 
Germany’s first inner-city outlet centre, are located 
directly opposite the Autostadt and the phaeno.

In impressive urban architecture, you will find more 
than  top international brands such as olo alph 

auren, ike or Tommy ilfiger with a large selection 
of business and casual fashion. ach brand welcomes 
you in its own boutique. Alongside fashion, you will 
find exclusive beauty products, accessories, chocolate 
and confectionery or porcelain in the centre. The 
outlet centre is growing steadily, and more shopping 
highlights are added every year.

ou can find out more about 
Designer Outlets Wolfsburg at 
www.wolfsburg-erleben.de

 Designer Outlets  
 Wolfsburg

An der Vorburg 1 · 38440 Wolfsburg
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The four ellipse-shaped 
Center buildings symbolise 

ships that have docked 
on the Mittelland Canal.
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The spaceship has landed 

In the spectacular architectural sculpture by star ar-
chitect Zaha Hadid, amazement and experimentation 
are on the agenda – because a true world of wonders 
opens up in the Science Center phaeno. Around 350 
interactive experimental stations encourage visitors 
to discover phenomena from science and technology 
in a playful way and experience them up close.

Two visitor labs, the science theatre and the ideas 
forum offer additional space for varied hands-on 
activities, lectures and science shows. Thanks to 
changing special exhibitions, there is never a dull mo-
ment, and there is always something new to discover 
with every visit.

Science Science 
  Center phaeno  Center phaeno

Willy-Brandt-Platz 1 · 38440 Wolfsburg

Find out more about the
Science Center phaeno at  
www.wolfsburg-erleben.de

One of the 12 
most important 
modern buildings 
in the world!
 

B R I T I S H N E W S PA P E R  
T H E G U A R D I A N
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Kunstmuseum 
Wolfsburg

Hollerplatz 1 · 38440 Wolfsburg
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Inspiring works of art

The Kunstmuseum Wolfsburg offers an exceptional 
setting for the presentation of high-calibre contem-
porary art. With several temporary exhibitions per 
year and an innovative educational programme with 
interactive-creative concepts, this museum even 
attracts international visitors.

The Café Kunstpause and the new Restaurant Ober-
deck pamper you in a cosy, modern atmosphere with 
in-house confectionery specialities and upmarket 
cuisine. In addition to impressive art books and pos-
ters, the museum shop offers many other unusual gift 
items for a wide variety of occasions.

Find out more about the  
Kunstmuseum Wolfsburg at  
www.wolfsburg-erleben.de

The 40 m long and 16 m high 
exhibition hall reinvents itself

over and over again from
exhibition to exhibition.
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Close, closer – Allersee. 

Extensive walks around the Allersee along the  
promenade, climbing fun in the high ropes course  
or finding that holiday feeling on the sandy beach –  
Allerpark Wolfsburg offers all this and much more. 
The 130-hectare public theme park near the city 
centre offers unique natural features, many different 
leisure experiences, culinary delights and a wide 
range of attractions.

From free facilities such as beach volleyball courts, 
skate sculpture, playground equipment and climbing 
facilities for children or outdoor fitness equipment, to 
the EisArena, the venue of the successful professio-
nal ice hockey team, The Grizzlys, to BadeLand and 
the STRIKE Bowling and Event Centre, there is plenty 
of action all year round.

Allerpark Allerpark 
   Wolfsburg   Wolfsburg

Allerpark · 38448 Wolfsburg

Find out more about  
Allerpark Wolfsburg at  
www.wolfsburg-erleben.de

Holiday feeling and
pure relaxation–
right in the middle 
of the city.
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J O N A S  L A M B E R G

T H E  A U T H O R  O F  T H E  B O O K 
‘ G L Ü C K S O R T E  I N  U N D  U M  W O L F S B U R G ’ 

( P L A C E S  O F  H A P P I N E S S  I N  A N D  A R O U N D 
W O L F S B U R G )  T A K E S  U S  O N  A  S T R O L L  A N D 
S H O W S  U S  H I S  T H R E E  F A V O U R I T E  T O U R S 

T H R O U G H  T H E  C I T Y  A T  T H E  A L L E R . 

Blissful  
strolls  

through  
green

Wolfsburg
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FFor me, the most beautiful time of  
the year are the weekends in summer
which I love to pass in Wolfsburg.
Thank you for joining me!

 
The clear light of the morning unfolds 
a special magic today and makes the 
finely decorated half-timbered façades 
in cosy Old Wolfsburg glow white. On 
Schlossstraße we walk in the direction 
of a special highlight. The creaky 

opening of the cast-iron gate of the 
baroque garden. In perfect symmetry lie 
accurately trimmed box hedges, bright-
ly coloured fields of pebbles, and nature 
blooming in all colours. Flowers in front 
of us. In the background, the proud tea 
house watches over this scenery. Who 
wouldn’t feel like a princess or prince 
here? Come, Your Excellencies, we will 
lunch in the sun-drenched winter gar-
den of the restaurant Schlossremise! 
Next door, the international summer 

From the baroque  
garden near the castle  
to the stage of the  
VfL Wolfsburg (see  
picture top right),  
it’s just a 15-minutes 
walk. Let’s go! 

Tour 1

My emotional 
highlights

What does Wolfsburg feel like? Hardly anyone can describe it better than 
the author of the book ‘Glücksorte in und um Wolfsburg’ (Places of  
Happiness in and around Wolfsburg). Jonas Lamberg, who was born 
and raised here in the city, particularly appreciates the green oases and 
sporting leisure opportunities within walking distance to the city centre.  
He invites us to accompany him on three walks through his favourite city.

‘A happy stroll through the lovable heart of Wolfsburg takes 
us from historic Old Wolfsburg to the baroque garden and 
the castle. In the Allerpark, adrenaline-packed and sporty 
experiences are waiting. Afterwards, an evening tipple at the 
white sandy beach of the Allersee is more than deserved. That 
holiday feeling in the big city – my home town Wolfsburg offers 
real quality of life. Come along!’

65,6 %
V E G E TAT I O N 

C O V E R A G E

1st place among the  
6 largest cities in  

Lower Saxony

22
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stage is being set up in the castle 
courtyard. When I’m not in the chloss-
remise, you’ll find me here. The finest 
jazz, curated by a backdrop steeped in 
history, offers a fascinating Wolfsburg 
feeling here every year in June that you 
wouldn’t expect in such a modern city.

Do you like sports activities? Then the
nearby Allerpark is just the right place
for us on this sunny afternoon.

For me, the Wakepark is the perfect 
balance to everyday life. Just grab your 
water skis or a wakeboard and you’re 
ready to go on Lake Arena. The clear 
water refreshes body and soul. Arena’ 
is a good keyword, by the way, because 
my second living room, the Volkswagen 
Arena, is within sight. I don’t usually 
do sports there myself, but the experi-
ences are at least as emotional here. 
For eleven years now, with my season 
ticket, I have supported VfL Wolfsburg 
at every home game, and of course 
also when they’re playing away, even in 

other uropean countries. Who can top 
that? Get in touch if you can!

A promise is a promise – now it’s
finally t me or re resh n  dr n s. t s
just a few minutes on foot along blue
lagoons and green oases from the
stadium to the Allersee.

Look there, you can already see the 
water of the nearby Allersee glistening 
through the thicket  The finest sandy 
beach at the lake, almost a kilometre 
long, is truly a holiday paradise. During 
a long walk on the beach, the sun 
shines on our faces, and with a little 
imagination, the poplars on the shore
can be Caribbean palm trees. On the 
sun-drenched terrace of the Columbian 

avilion we toast to Wolfsburg’s many 
qualities – with a delicious drink from 
the bar and a smile on our faces. Nice 
of you joining me today. I hope you had 
just as much fun as I did. lease come 
and visit me again soon in beautiful, 
green Wolfsburg!

Jonas Lamberg

The author and his love for
his home town Wolfsburg: 
In order to be able to give 
visitors a guide to where the 
most beautiful places in the city 
can be found, he has written the 
book ‘Glücksorte in und um 
Wolfsburg’.

Awe-inspiring: The ‘Drei Steine’ 
(‘Three Stones’) sandstone forma-
tion is over 170 million years old.

Tour 2

Pure nature

The Columbian Pavilion
dates back to the EXPO 2000 in 

Hannover and o	ers a beautiful 
view of the Allersee.

‘Within walking distance to my first 
own flat in Wolfsburg city centre, the 
unspoilt Hasselbach Valley is waiting to 
be discovered by us. We can marvel at 
the sandstone rocks of the “Drei Steine”. 
Afterwards, the historic VW-Bad offer 
a chance to cool off in a breathtaking, 
listed setting. Who dares to jump off 
the 10-metre tower with me?’

22,7 %
F O R E S T  A R E A 

await you in the  
city of Wolfsbug
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Jonas Lamberg

The author and his love for
his home town Wolfsburg: 
In order to be able to give 
visitors a guide to where the 
most beautiful places in the city 
can be found, he has written the 
book ‘Glücksorte in und um 
Wolfsburg’.
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The Columbian Pavilion
dates back to the EXPO 2000 in 

Hannover and o	ers a beautiful 



‘A fountain and spring hike in the beautiful city 
forest of Wolfsburg refreshes body and soul. 
A total of 11 bubbling water points, natural 
resting places and the beautiful valley of the 
Erlengrund awaken memories of bicycle tours 
in my childhood. We quench our thirst for 
knowledge in the Arboretum’s learning forest. 
Living in the big city and recovering in the 
forest – both is possible at the same time, 
right on your own doorstep. Welcome to my 
home town Wolfsburg!’

Breathtaking 
viewpoint
The Klieversberg is located less 
than one kilometre southwest of 
the city centre. In the midst of a 
dense deciduous forest, a large 
green area, which is also used as 
a toboggan run and playground, 
offers an impressive panoramic 
view of Wolfsburg City Centre and 
the olkswagen factory. specially 
in the late afternoon and at sunset, 
there is a great atmosphere here.

Space for nature
In and around Wolfsburg, many 
green spaces and nature reserves 
invite you to enjoy relaxing outdoor 
experiences. They are also home 
to a rich variety of flora and fauna. 
Thanks to the many convenient 
paths, these areas are very popular 
with pedestrians and cyclists for 
local recreation. Special highlights 
are the Wendschotter and Vorsfel-
der Drömling nature conservation 
areas to the east with the Köther-
wiesen meadows and the Barn-
bruchswiesen and Ilkerbruch nature 
conservation areas to the west.

Green, green, 
I love everything 
green
Get outdoor, get some fresh air, take a 
deep breath and recharge your batte-
ries! Here we have put together some 
insider tips around Wolfsburg for you.

Discoveries 
on the Allerradweg
The 330 km long cycle path network through Lower 
Saxony and Saxony-Anhalt offers a special outdoor 
experience along the Aller. The 4th stage leads from 
the mill museum in Gifhorn, along lake Tankumsee 
via the lbe side canal through the Ilkerbruch nature 
reserve and finally ends in ebisfelde.

Read on!
ol s ur  s a ty n h h to find happ ness.  

Across a total of 80 locations in the city and region, I will track down with you 
what is probably the most beautiful of all feelings. Together we will discover 
green oases, blue wonders and colourful flowering paradises, and we will 
immerse ourselves in Wolfsburg’s cultural and gastronomic scene. We will fall 
in love. I’ll prove it to you in my book

Read on!
ol s ur  s a ty n h h to find happ ness.

Across a total of 80 locations in the city and region, I will track down with you 
what is probably the most beautiful of all feelings. Together we will discover 
green oases, blue wonders and colourful flowering paradises, and we will 
immerse ourselves in Wolfsburg’s cultural and gastronomic scene. We will fall 
in love. I’ll prove it to you in my book

Find out more 
about the green city 
of Wolfsburg at 
www.wolfsburg-erleben.de

Tour 3

Water of life

Our Tip
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Read on!

Our TipOur Tip

Get outdoor, get some fresh air, take a 
deep breath and recharge your batte-
ries! Here we have put together some 
insider tips around Wolfsburg for you.

Discoveries 
on the Allerradweg
The 330 km long cycle path network through Lower The 330 km long cycle path network through Lower The 330 km long cycle path network through Lower 
Saxony and Saxony-Anhalt offers a special outdoor Saxony and Saxony-Anhalt offers a special outdoor Saxony and Saxony-Anhalt offers a special outdoor Saxony and Saxony-Anhalt offers a special outdoor 
experience along the Aller. The 4th stage leads from experience along the Aller. The 4th stage leads from experience along the Aller. The 4th stage leads from experience along the Aller. The 4th stage leads from 
the mill museum in Gifhorn, along lake Tankumsee the mill museum in Gifhorn, along lake Tankumsee the mill museum in Gifhorn, along lake Tankumsee 
via the lbe side canal through the Ilkerbruch nature via the lbe side canal through the Ilkerbruch nature 

950
H E C TA R E S  O F
F O R E S T  A R E A

in the city forest 
of Wolfsburg



Wolfsburg is diverse and colourful. The city attracts visitors with both big events and 
smaller cultural experiences. What you should definitely visit – and not just once – 

is the summer festival and the fantastic winter landscape in the Autostadt. Other must-
dos are the traditional festivals in the historic districts of Fallersleben and Vorsfelde and 

the International Summer Stage in a fascinating setting around Wolfsburg Castle.

#wolfsburgerleben

Discover events
W H A T ’ S  H A P P E N I N G  I N  W O L F S B U R G ?
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Good  
entertainment

C O N C E R T S .  C O M E D Y .  T H E A T R E .

Discover the wide variety of unusual and exciting venues 
Wolfsburg is offering. The broad portfolio ranges from 

specialised locations for several hundred participants to 
ulturally s n fi ant enues that pro de a un ue atmosphere. 

Here we present just a few examples of the many  
different possibilities.

Scharoun Theater 
Wolfsburg
The theatre, designed by the star architect 
Hans Scharoun from Berlin, is one of the 
largest German theatres with around 800 
seats and 120 standing places. Because of 
its shape and the aesthtic design of its in-
teriors it does not only attract archtitecture 
enthusiasts from all over the world. The 
Scharoun Theater Wolfsburg also offers an 
extraordinary and varied programme.

Hallenbad –
Culture at  
Schachtweg
In 2007, a former swimming pool in the 
middle of Wolfsburg, the Hallenbad am 
Schachtweg, was converted into a spa-
cious cultural centre. You can expect a 
colourful mix of events including music, 
comedy, cabaret, theatre and readings in 
a unique ambience. In the basement of 
the indoor pool, you can party and dance 
in the sauna club.

CongressPark 
Wolfsburg
The ongress ark Wolfsburg is loca-
ted in the midst of greenery and only a 
few steps away from the lanetarium 
and Scharoun Theater Wolfsburg. The 
versatile range of rooms at the con-
gress and event centre offers space 
for parties, concerts, conferences, 
trade fairs and more.
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The former 
non-swimmers’ pool 
in the Hallenbad 
o�ers space for up to 
1000 concert-goers.
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International 
Summer Stage
Year after year, the Interna-
tional Summer Stage has 
an exciting programme with 
international artists in store 
for you. An exciting festival 
programme of comedy, dance 
and music awaits you around 
Wolfsburg Castle.

Theres a lot o n  on n ol s ur  ere you ll find a sele t on o  
popular and recurring classics. You can put together your own personal 
entertainment programme with our event calendar. Choose a suitable 
per od  filter y ate ory and o  you o.

Open-air 
cinema at the 
Allersee
A cinema experience of a 
special kind under the open 
sky and with sand under your 
feet awaits you at the open-air 
cinema at Allersee.

Summer in the Autostadt
For the summer event, the Autostadt is transformed into a 
unique adventure landscape for young and old. Refresh yourself 
with cool drinks at the ool ummer Island floating beach club, 
paddle through the harbour basin on swan pedal boats, sample 
delicious ice cream creations from the Autostadt’s own factory 
and let yourself be swept away by the annually changing show 
programme. That summer feeling guaranteed!

Grizzlys 
Wolfsburg

xperience a game of the 
German Ice Hockey League 
( ) with the Gri lys. Wrap 
yourself in orange and black 
and be there live in the isA-
rena when the puck flies over 
the ice at up to 170 km/h. 
On days when the Grizzlys 
are not playing, the isArena 
opens for public skating and 
an ice disco.

A lot 
going on

Colourful Children’s 
Saturday
The children’s festival in the middle of 
Wolfsburg’s pedestrian one invites you to 
join in and try things out with play modules 
and stands. Bouncy castles, a climbing to-
wer, face painting and handicraft activities 
are sure to delight the little ones. 

Autostadt 
‘Winter World’
A large, festively decorated fir 
tree and fragrant treats in the 
middle of a beautiful, wintry 
backdrop: Just in time for 
the cold season, the lagoon 
landscape of the Autostadt is 
transformed into a dreamlike 
winter world. A large ice rink 
invites visitors to ice skating 
and an ice disco. The snow 
world offers children fantas-
tic opportunities to dig in the 
snow or toboggan.

Wolfsburg
Folk Festival
At the largest fair between the 
Harz Mountains and the Heath, 
more than 100 showmen 
offer a great range of rides 
and treats. From adrenaline 
junkies and candy floss fans 
to carousel lovers who like to 
go slower  everyone will find 
their favourite place here.

Dragon 
Boat Cup 
Wolfsburg
On the paddles, get set, go! 
On the southern shore of the 
Allersee, the dragon boat 
teams with athletes from all 
over Germany create a great 
atmosphere.

Our event calendar: 
all dates and events at 

www.wolfsburg-erleben.de
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International 
Summer Stage
Year after year, the Interna-
tional Summer Stage has 
an exciting programme with 
international artists in store 
for you. An exciting festival 
programme of comedy, dance 
and music awaits you around 
Wolfsburg Castle.

Theres a lot o n  on n ol s ur  ere you ll find a sele t on o  
popular and recurring classics. You can put together your own personal 
entertainment programme with our event calendar. Choose a suitable 
per od  filter y ate ory and o  you o.

Summer in the Autostadt
For the summer event, the Autostadt is transformed into a 
unique adventure landscape for young and old. Refresh yourself 
with cool drinks at the ool ummer Island floating beach club, 
paddle through the harbour basin on swan pedal boats, sample 
delicious ice cream creations from the Autostadt’s own factory 
and let yourself be swept away by the annually changing show 
programme. That summer feeling guaranteed!

A lot 
going on

Colourful Children’s 
Saturday
The children’s festival in the middle of 
Wolfsburg’s pedestrian one invites you to 
join in and try things out with play modules 
and stands. Bouncy castles, a climbing to-
wer, face painting and handicraft activities 
are sure to delight the little ones. 

Autostadt 
‘Winter World’
A large, festively decorated fir 
tree and fragrant treats in the 
middle of a beautiful, wintry 
backdrop: Just in time for 
the cold season, the lagoon 
landscape of the Autostadt is 
transformed into a dreamlike 
winter world. A large ice rink 
invites visitors to ice skating 
and an ice disco. The snow 
world offers children fantas-
tic opportunities to dig in the 
snow or toboggan.

Open-air 
cinema at the 
Allersee
A cinema experience of a 
special kind under the open 
sky and with sand under your 
feet awaits you at the open-air 
cinema at Allersee.

Wolfsburg
Folk Festival
At the largest fair between the 
Harz Mountains and the Heath, 
more than 100 showmen 
offer a great range of rides 
and treats. From adrenaline 
junkies and candy floss fans 
to carousel lovers who like to 
go slower  everyone will find 
their favourite place here.

Dragon 
Boat Cup 
Wolfsburg
On the paddles, get set, go! 
On the southern shore of the 
Allersee, the dragon boat 
teams with athletes from all 
over Germany create a great 
atmosphere.

Our event calendar: 
all dates and events at 

www.wolfsburg-erleben.de
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per od  filter y ate ory and o  you o.

all dates and events at 
www.wolfsburg-erleben.de

Grizzlys 
Wolfsburg

xperience a game of the 
German Ice Hockey League 
( ) with the Gri lys. Wrap 
yourself in orange and black 
and be there live in the isA-
rena when the puck flies over 
the ice at up to 170 km/h. 
On days when the Grizzlys 
are not playing, the isArena 
opens for public skating and 
an ice disco. ©
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Our gastronomic offer is shaped by the influ-
ences of Wolfsburg’s culturally diverse society. 
A cosy breakfast or an extraordinary dinner 
in a star kitchen? Over 130 culinary options 
are waiting for you to choose from. You can 
find more information about the gastronomic 
offerings at www.wolfsburg-erleben.de

ua
Astounding!  
With 3 Michelin stars
At Aqua, the team with top chefs Sven 

lverfeld and Marvin B hm conjures up 
true delicacies and works of art on the 
plate at the highest level. Awarded three 
stars in the Guide Michelin and 19.5 
points in the Guide Gault Millau for over 
ten years – these are just a few examples 
of the continuous performance and per-
fection of the refined and creative cuisine.

Altes Brauhaus 
zu Fallersleben
A traditional brewery since 1765
The Alte Brauhaus zu Fallersleben, which 
is located in the immediate vicinity of the
Fallersleben castle is still a reminder of 
the brewers’ long-standing tradition. The 
Fallersleber Schlossbräu has been brewed 
here since 1986. In the meantime, around 
20 different naturally cloudy and hand-
brewed beer, which have been produced 
exclusively with organic malt since 2019, 
invite you to taste them.

wildfrisch Gutsküche 
Authentic dining at the manor 
The wildfrisch Gutsküche at the Rittergut 
in Nordsteimke spoils you with seasonal 
menus and selected wines. Sustainability 
and the responsible use of food play an 
overriding role for chef rn inkenbrink 
and his team. With their inclusion in the 
Michelin Guide in 2021, their creations are 
constantly evolving and can be admired 
and enjoyed.

JOTT | L’UNIQUE
The fine-dining restaurant 

atrick ickel, accompanied by hristian 
Lohse, welcomes you to the modern res-
taurant TT  ’ I . rench cuisine 
with a view over the edge of the plate to 

urope, in which vegetarian and partly 
vegan dishes play a major role alongside 
the best meat and fish products. ere, 
fine dishes meet a relaxed sense of well-
being and hospitality.

Set the  
table!

G A S T R O N O M Y
I N  W O L F S B U R G

Get an  
overview here 
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Of 
Cafés,
Lunch and
Cocktails

Amsel Kaffee
Relax and unwind
Amsel Kaffee provides pure coffee enjoyment. 
The cosy cafés in Amselweg and in the middle of 

allersleben’s old town will spoil you with coffee 
specialities from their own roastery and handma-
de pastries.

For early-risers  
and night owls

Atelier Café
With an eye for detail
In the Alt-Hesslingen district, the Atelier Café in its half-timbe-
red house offers traditional cakes, pies, ice cream and coffee 
specialities in organic quality. Tip: Reserve a table in advance 
for the popular breakfast buffet.

Heimlich
Butter & Brot
The Brasserie Heimlich at 
Steimker Berg, located directly 
on the historic market square, 
offers a delicious breakfast until 
3 pm and a rustic evening meal 
a little later. verything is made 
from fresh and regional pro-
ducts in organic quality.

Superleggera
Café. Bar. A way of life. 
On a warm afternoon, you can 
enjoy a drink on the large sun 
terrace and, in the evening, a 
Moscow Mule in the light of 
the chandelier.

Rizzos
Benvenuti 
At ia a Italia you can look forward to 
homemade cakes, coffee specialities and 
delicious piadine, a speciality from the 

milia- omagna region.

Mondo Italiano
An indulgent meeting place
in the Autostadt 
A cappuccino in the morning, Italian 
sandwiches for lunch, or a refres-
hing cocktail with lounge music 
and Italian snacks in the evening? 
Mondo Italiano, which is modelled 
on a boathouse, offers the best 
view of fantastic sunsets directly 
on the Mittelland Canal.

Lido
Relaxation guaranteed
Have a coffee or a glass of wine with friends in an infor-
mal atmosphere or round off the evening with a cosy meal 
after an event. The seasonally changing dishes are freshly 
prepared from high-quality, regional ingredients.

Taparazzi
Flair & conviviality
Taparazzi offers fresh, modern cuisine with internatio-
nal influences, diverse flavours and original presentation 
of the dishes, which are served in small portions, or 
tapas as it were.

Alt Berlin
The cult pub 
This cosy pub has been a po-
pular meeting place in Kaufhof, 
Wolfsburg’s so-called pub mile, 
since the late 1950s. Changing 
events and sports event broad-
casts, beer garden and delicious 
daily specials ensure a successful 
evening in convivial company.

Offer details*:

1 overnight stay in a double room incl. 
breakfast at Hotel Brackstedter Mühle

‘Set the table’ (‘Tischlein deck dich’)  
menu with up to 20 delicious 
delicacies in the hotel restaurant

Sauna experience in the 
"Versnuuv-Stuuv" of the hotel

Visit to a theatre performance of 
your choice at the Scharoun Theater 
Wolfsburg

Voucher for an exclusive Designer 
Outlets Wolfsburg goodie bag

Exclusive voucher booklet for  
the City-Galerie Wolfsburg

Parking voucher for all public parking 
areas in the city of Wolfsburg

Information package incl. city map

Set the table!

Our Tip

3 pm and a rustic evening meal 
a little later. verything is made 
from fresh and regional pro-
ducts in organic quality.

* An offer of WMG Wolfsburg Wirtschaft und Marketing GmbH. 
ou can find WMG’s general terms and conditions for group and 

package tours on page 54.

Request a quote  
and check availability:
Tel. +49 800 6008020
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Cafés,Cafés,

Amsel Kaffee
Relax and unwind

At ia a Italia you can look forward to 
homemade cakes, coffee specialities and 
delicious piadine, a speciality from the 

Taparazzi offers fresh, modern cuisine with internatio-
nal influences, diverse flavours and original presentation 
of the dishes, which are served in small portions, or 

‘Set the table’ (‘Tischlein deck dich’)  
menu with up to 20 delicious 
delicacies in the hotel restaurant

Sauna experience in the 
"Versnuuv-Stuuv" of the hotel

Visit to a theatre performance of 
your choice at the Scharoun Theater 
Wolfsburg
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01.  Acrylic paintings, postcards 
and more by Jens L. Heinrich. The 
Wolfsburg photographer shows the 
city from different angles and cap-
tures varied and unique moments.

02.  spresso  filter o ee
In his roastery Olivier Caffè on 
Dunantplatz, Daniel Olivier, a native 
of Wolfsburg with Italian roots, 
prepares the raw coffee beans in 
a particularly gentle way.

Made in  
Wolfsburg

R E A L  I N S I D E R  T I P S

2 Wolfsburg

4
R E A L  I N S I D E R  T I P S

03.  Traditional craftsmanship, modern 
range of spirits: The Sülfelder Korn
distillery looks back on a family traditi-
on of over three hundred years.

04.  l e  With the spice 
blends specially created by Michael 
and Jan Zielinsky, you will shine at 
your next barbecue.

05.  Baumkuchen, Florentiner or 
cookies: the recipes of Fallersleber 
Backwaren Manufaktur (FBM) are true 
family heirlooms.

06.  The Wolfsburger Stadthonig
offers a wide range of different 
creations of honey.

To date, the Made in Wolfsburg pro-
ducts, which are original Wolfsburg 
products have been real insider tips! 
They are the perfect souvenirs for your 
loved ones, but also for yourself or the 
wall at home – highly recommended 
at any rate!

ere you will find just a selection of 
what awaits you in the Wolfsburg 
store, directly opposite Wolfsburg’s 
main railway station.

1111
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AutoMuseum
Volkswagen
The Evolution of the Brand
On 5,000 square metres of exhibition 
space, a total of 130 vehicles provide 
a fascinating insight into Volkswagen’s 
product history. The original Beetle, 
the VW Bulli, the Golf GTI – pure engi-
neering history. Rally winners, series 
models, special models and prototypes 
show how Volkswagen has shaped 
mass motorisation worldwide for more 
than eight decades.

Heinrich-
Büssing-Haus
Cars get inventive
The inventor and entrepreneur Heinrich 
Büssing was a pioneer in the develop-
ment of trucks and buses. In Büssing’s 
birthplace and the former village smi-
thy in Nordsteimke, the Heinrich-Büs-
sing-Haus, a museum has been built in 
honour of the entrepreneur, dedicated 
entirely to Büssing’s life and work.

Factory tour
A look behind the scenes
The Volkswagen plant in Wolfsburg 
offers you insights and experiences 
that you will certainly not forget: Look 
forward to an informative look behind 
the scenes and experience Volkswagen 
production at first hand on a plant tour. 
Experienced tour guides will take you 
right into the middle of the action and 
explain everything you need to know 
about efficient and sustainable vehicle 
production. Discover innovative tech-
nologies and modern production.

  
Crazy about cars

W H E R E  C A R S  H A V E  T H E I R  O W N  C I T Y 

WWolfsburg – in no other city in 
Germany is the subject of cars as 
present as it is here.

No wonder, after all, Wolfsburg was 
founded in 1938 as the home of the 
new everyman’s car, and the head-
quarter of the Volkswagen Group are 
still located here today. As an interna-
tional company, Volkswagen has been 
helping to shape the development of 

mobility from Wolfsburg for over 80 
years. This is where the past, present 
and future of automobility come 
together in perfect symbiosis! 

Walk through various museums on 
the trail of historical technological 
innovations, experience at first hand 
how a car is made on a guided tour or 
meet the mobility trends of tomorrow 
today in the Autostadt!

C R A Z Y 
A B O U T  C A R S

wolfsburg-erleben.de
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Electrifying test drives
xperience exciting electric models from the olkswagen Group and 

take part in an electrifying test drive with the latest electric models 
from the Volkswagen Group. The most important facts about electric 
mobility are explained simply and can be experienced live. Before  
enjoying your drive, you will receive a basic briefing and tips on what 
is important when driving electrically. 

Safety training
Safety training for cars, vans and motorbikes 
The icherheits arcours combines impressive driving 
experiences with exercises in safe driving – on wet road or 
on a slippery slope on a mountain. The instructors will show 
you in your own vehicle or in a rented vehicle how to carry 
yourself with confidence in unexpected situations and in 
difficult weather conditions.

Discover driving  
in the Autostadt

Tour and Tower
The landmark of the Autostadt and warehouse for up to 800 new cars are two car towers which – illuminated at 
night – can be seen beyond the borders of the Autostadt. As fully automated high racks, they ensure the delivery 
of an average of 500 cars per day. According to GUINNESS WORLD RECORDS 2014, the transport technology is 
the ‘fastest automatic parking system in the world’. The ‘Tour and Tower’ tour of the Autostadt provides you with 
interesting information on the planning and design of the Autostadt. You will discover one of the pavilions in the 
park and visit the car towers to round off the tour. During a ride up to a height of 48 metres, you will experience  
the spectacular technology up close and enjoy a fantastic view of the city of Wolfsburg.

Our Tip

Aim high, live 
the experience
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xperienced instructors show you the off-road courses and familiarise 

you with the technical possibilities of modern off-road vehicles from the 
olkswagen Group. Then it’s your turn to explore the challenging terrain  n 

the two off-road courses, obstacles such as a moat, steps or an oversized 
seesaw put your driving skills to the test and guarantee pure driving fun.

Offer details*:

1 overnight stay in a double room incl. 
breakfast in the hotel of your choice

Day ticket for the Autostadt  
theme park

‘Tour and Tower’ – 60-minute guided 
tour with a visit to a pavilion and a 
tower ride into the 48 m high car 
tower (with pre-booking).

Voucher for an exclusive Designer 
Outlets Wolfsburg goodie bag

Exclusive voucher booklet for  
the City-Galerie Wolfsburg

Parking voucher for all public parking 
areas in the city of Wolfsburg

Information package incl. city map

Request a quote  
and check availability:
Tel. +49 800 6008020

* An offer of WMG Wolfsburg Wirtschaft und Marketing GmbH. 
ou can find WMG’s general terms and conditions for group and 

package tours on page 54.
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Stadtmuseum in the M2K
In the historical ambience, located 
directly next to Wolfsburg Castle, the 
history of the castle, the region and 
the city are presented in hundreds of 
original exhibits, from the foundations 
of Wolfsburg Castle to the complete 
hairdressing salon of the 1950s. 

Institute Heidersberger
The Heidersberger Institute is dedicated 
to the scientific and artistic examination 
of the life’s work of einrich eidersber-
ger, who became known above all as an 
architectural photographer and creator 
of the so-called rhythmograms. 

Kunstverein Wolfsburg e. V.
The Kunstverein Wolfsburg was founded 
in 1959. The institution sees itself as 
a platform for current themes in art, 
with the aim of also appealing to young 
people interested in art. 

Culturally diverse 
M U S E U M S .  G A L E R I E S .  C A S T L E S .  F O R T R E S S E S Z .

Holiday at 
the Rittergut

Hoffmann-von-Fallersleben-
Museum in the M2K
The museum in Fallersleben Castle is de-
dicated to the famous poet of the German 
national anthem, Hoffmann von Fallers-
leben. It invites you on a journey back in 
time to the exciting 19th century.

Schloss Fallersleben
Fallersleben Castle from the 16th  
century Hoffmann von Fallersleben 
House – with its romantic vaulted 
cellar, grey paintings from the Renais-
sance period and Baroque stucco 
ceilings – is located in the heart of 
Wolfsburg’s allersleben district. An 
insight into the life of the poet of our 
national anthem and hundreds of well-
known children’s songs is provided 
by the modern Hoffmann von Fallers-
leben Museum housed here.

Burg Neuhaus
mbedded in beautiful nature and 

partly surrounded by an enchanting 
pond lies the historic moated fortress 
of Neuhaus – built in the 14th century 
– in the immediate vicinity of the city 
of Wolfsburg. The history of the fort-
ress comes alive again in the museum 
in the round tower, which was opened 
in 1986.

The young city of Wolfsburg is offering 
in the way of cultural highlights beyond 
the art museum. From the city museum 
to Fallersleben Castle: art and culture 
lovers should find their new 
favourite place here.

Städtische Galerie Wolfsburg
The Städtische Galerie Wolfsburg sees itself as a living museum
that thrives on reflection and active participation. The preservation
and expansion of the collection of contemporary art and its 
educational mission are its primary goals. With its programme, the

t dtische Galerie Wolfsburg has been contributing to Wolfsburg’s
intellectual and cultural identiy since 1974.

Schloss 
Wolfsburg
Wolfsburg Castle is the namesake and landmark of the young 
city of Wolfsburg. Wolfsburg Castle with its ornamental gables
and onion tower was developed from the 16th century onwards
into one of the most magnificent testimonies to the orth 
German Renaissance. The beautifully landscaped castle park
invites you to stroll and linger.

A RT A N D
C U LT U R E

wolfsburg-erleben.de

Our Tip
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Offer details*:

1 night in a flat with balcony or 
terrace at the Yard Boarding Hotel 
incl. breakfast

Welcome drink in the room:  
1 small bottle of red wine per person

One small bottle of mineral water  
per person in the room

Use of sauna & fitness centre

Main course "Our classic" in the manor 
kitchen "Wildfrisch" Rittergut
Nordsteimke

Admission Schloss Wolfsburg incl.  
Kunstverein Wolfsburg, Städtische 
Galerie Wolfsburg and Stadtmuseum 
in the M2K

Voucher for an exclusive Designer 
Outlets Wolfsburg goodie bag

Exclusive voucher booklet for  
the City-Galerie Wolfsburg

Parking voucher for all public parking 
areas in the city of Wolfsburg

Information package incl. city map

Request a quote  
and check availability:
Tel. +49 800 6008020

* An offer of WMG Wolfsburg Wirtschaft und Marketing GmbH. 
ou can find WMG’s general terms and conditions for group and 

package tours on page 54.
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  no time    
      for 
   BEING   
     BORED

FA M I L I E S  A R E  I N  G O O D  H A N D S  H E R E .
A  G R E A T  S E L E C T I O N  O F  L E I S U R E  A C T I V I T I E S ,  E N G A G I N G 

E D U C A T I O N A L  O P T I O N S ,  P L E N T Y  O F  O P P O R T U N I T I E S 
T O  R E L A X  I N  N A T U R E  A N D ,  B E S T  O F  A L L : 

A L L  O F  T H E S E  P L A C E S  A R E  J U S T  A  F E W  M I N U T E S  A W A Y !
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    high 
     higher 
  further

wolfsburger
figurentheater 
compagnie

Science Center
phaeno

At Autostadt, every day is a 
family day. The large indoor 
family world with workshops 
and creative activities at 
the work stations, exciting 
climbing installations and 
a giant slide in the outdoor 
area, a smartphone rally 
for the whole family or the 
gastronomic options ensure 
unforgettable experiences 
for all family members!

The wolfsburger figurentheater 
compagnie offers a wide repertoire 
of lovingly staged plays in which a 
wide variety of figures and puppets 
are the main characters. Fairy tales, 
fables or Christmas stories stimu-
late the imagination and make not 
only children’s eyes light up.

Admire the over six-metre 
high fire tornado or lie com-
fortably on a bed of nails like 
a fakir: Over 350 phenomena 
at the phaeno Science Centre 
will playfully awaken your 
enthusiasm for science and 
technology.

Autostadt

The monkeyman high ropes course 
offers you an adventure at lofty heights 
right in the heart of the city and directly 
on the Allersee. Five courses from a 
height of four metres await you here. 
The monkeyman also offers three 
special courses for children over one 
metre tall and up to the age of ten.

monkeyman
Planetarium
Wolfsburg

Would you like to travel to gala-
xies far, far away? Then head  
to the Wolfsburg Planetarium! 
The diverse programme of 
events in the modern domed 
hall with fulldome technology 
offers endless family experien-
ces in a unique setting.

Swimming, jumping, sliding, splashing: BadeLand 
Wolfsburg, one of the most modern and largest 
leisure pools in Germany, offers a unique range  
of games, fun and sports on 22,000 m². Water- 
lovers will get their money’s worth in the wave  
pool, in the water play garden, on the giant slide  
or in the current flow system. 

The Strike Bowling and Event Centre has 20 fully 
automatic bowling lanes, tournament pool tables,  
a tournament snooker table, table football, air  
hockey table and dart boards.

Escape City requires creativity, logic and mental 
exercise! Solve exciting and tricky puzzles together 
to find your way out in time.

Yet more experiences

Our Tip
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Offer details*:

1 overnight stay incl. breakfast in a 
double room with extra bed

Family ticket for the Autostadt theme 
park or the Science Center phaeno

Family ticket for BadeLand Wolfsburg

Voucher for an exclusive Designer 
Outlets Wolfsburg goodie bag

Exclusive voucher booklet for  
the City-Galerie Wolfsburg

Parking voucher for all public parking 
areas in the city of Wolfsburg

Information package incl. city map

Request a quote  
and check availability:
Tel. +49 800 6008020

* An offer of WMG Wolfsburg Wirtschaft und Marketing GmbH. 
ou can find WMG’s general terms and conditions for group and 

package tours on page 54.

Pedal Bike and
Turbo Dream
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A trip to Wolfsburg is always something special. On average, it attracts
24,200 tourists a day to the green city on the Mittelland Canal. The choice of  

attractions and accommodation is diverse. We are happy to support you.
We will help you planning your trip and provide you with advice and  

support during your stay. We look forward to your visit! 

#wolfsburgerleben

 Discover
 Wolfsburg

Y O U R  T R A V E L  P L A N
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Your accommodation

Do you want to spend the night in 
Wolfsburg? You can get an overview 
here. Book your desired accommo-
dation directly online!

www.wolfsburg-erleben.de/buchen/
unterkuenfte-buchen#/unterkuenfte

+49 5361 89993-0
tourist@wolfsburg.de

The city of 
short strolls

We are 
here for you

Wolfsburg is the city of short 
distances and is easy to reach 
thanks to its central location and 
excellent transport links. The main 
railway station is located directly 
in the city centre, and most of 
the sights and hotels are quickly 
accessible from here.

Location & Arrival

The major city in Lower Saxony is 
conveniently located in the heart 
of Germany and is easy to reach by 
train, car or even plane.

Arrival by car
Coming from the A 2, change to 
the A  at the Wolfsburg/ nigs-
lutter junction in the direction of 
Wolfsburg/Flechtorf. Follow the 
A 39 to the Wolfsburg-Zentrum exit.

Arrival by train
The train takes you comfortably to 
Wolfsburg main station. From there 
it’s only a few minutes’ walk to the 
city centre. Good connections: 
it takes 30 minutes from Hannover, 
from Berlin 60 minutes.

Arrival by plane
The nearest international airport is 
approx. 90 km away in Hannover 
( A ). ou can use various shuttle 
services to Wolfsburg there. 

Your travel o�er 

Would you like to enjoy a carefree 
stay in Wolfsburg? Discover our 
wide range of adventure travel 
offers at particularly attractive 
prices here.

www.wolfsburg-erleben.de/
angebote-services/reiseangebote

+49 800 600 80 20
service@wmg-wolfsburg.de

Your conference

You want to organise a meeting or 
convention? We will support you 
free of charge with the planning and 
booking of locations, hotels and 
leisure programmes.

Wolfsburg Convention Bureau: 
www.wolfsburg-tagungen.de

+49 5361 89994-77
tagungen@wmg-wolfsburg.de
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Lay back and relax – we’ll take care of your travel arrangements!  
We offer you our full service: from free advice and planning to your 
stay in Wolfsburg!

You can find out even more 
in the Wolfsburg Store

Are you still looking for 
information about sights, 
tourist attractions, hotels, 
restaurants or events?

Would you like to buy a gift 
or souvenir at the end of your 
visit to Wolfsburg?

The range of hotels on  
www.wolfsburg-erleben.de is  
huge, but you can’t find the right 
one for your stay?

You want to travel by public trans-
port and need tickets, timetables
and your preferred connection? 

You’re in good hands at the 
Tourist Information Point in  
the Wolfsburg Store!

Willy-Brandt-Platz 4
38440 Wolfsburg

+49 5361 89993-0
tourist@wolfsburg.de

Your city tour

Would you like to get to know 
Wolfsburg on a guided tour? 

ome with us, we’ll show you the 
most beautiful corners!

www.wolfsburg-erleben.de/erleben/was-
ist-los-in-wolfsburg/stadtfuehrungen

+49 5361 89993-0
tourist@wolfsburg.de
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Wolfsburg Wirtschaft und Marketing GmbH 
(WMG) as tour operator

The following travel conditions apply to package tra-
vel contracts to which the provisions of Sec. 651a ff. 
of the German Civil Code (BGB) on the travel contract 
apply directly. The provisions, insofar as effectively 
agreed, become the content of the package travel 
contract concluded between the traveller and the tour 
operator. They supplement and fill out the statutory 
provisions of Sec. 651 a to y BGB and Articles 250 
and 252 EGBGB.

1. Conclusion of the travel contract
a) With the travel registration, the client offers 

WMG the binding conclusion of the travel contract. 
The travel contract shall be concluded in writing or in 
text form. All agreements, ancillary agreements and 
special requests shall be recorded. Upon conclusion 
of the contract or immediately thereafter, the client will 
receive a travel confirmation on a durable data carrier 
that complies with the legal requirements, unless the 
client is entitled to a travel confirmation in paper form 
pursuant to Article 250 Sec. 6 (1) sentence 2 of the 
Introductory Act to the German Civil Code (EGBGB) 
because the conclusion of the contract took place in 
the simultaneous physical presence of both parties or 
outside business premises.

b) The customer is bound to the travel registration for 
a fortnight. Within this period, the trip will be confirmed 
by WMG. Short-term bookings, two weeks before the 
start of the trip and shorter, lead to the conclusion 
of the contract through immediate confirmation or 
through admission to the trip.

c) WMG only makes binding reservations by tele-
phone, and this must be expressly pointed out to the 
customer, upon which the travel contract is concluded 
by means of the written travel registration, which 
the customer must sign and return to WMG without 
delay. If the customer does not return the signed travel 
registration within a period of 7 days after receipt of 
the travel registration, WMG may withdraw from the 
contract.

of the reservation if the customer again fails to 
forward the signed travel registration to him/her after 
being requested to do so. Claims for damages due to 
non-compliance with the reservation agreement remain 
unaffected by this. For bookings made via the Internet, 
the provisions of section 1.c) apply accordingly.

d) If the travel confirmation deviates from the 
customer’s travel registration, the travel confirmation 
constitutes a new contractual offer to which WMG is 
bound for 10 days and which the customer can accept 
within this period. The contract is concluded on the 
basis of this new offer, insofar as WMG has pointed 
out the change with regard to the new offer and has 
fulfilled its pre-contractual information obligations and 
the customer declares acceptance by means of an ex-
press declaration or down payment within the binding 
period of WMG. For acceptance, the timely return of the 
signed travel registration is recommended.

e) In the case of third-party services expressly and 
clearly described as arranged in the brochure, travel 
documents and other declarations, WMG is only a 
travel agent. In the case of these travel intermediaries, 
contractual liability for material damage and financial 
loss as an intermediary is excluded, unless there is 
intent or gross negligence, the main obligations arising 
from the contract are fulfilled or the service provider 
is at fault.

travel agency contract are concerned, a reasonable 
possibility to take out insurance exists or warranted 
characteristics are missing. In this respect, WMG is 
in principle only liable for the mediation, but not for 
the mediated services themselves (cf. Sec. 675, 631 
BGB). The provisions of clause 1 shall apply mutatis 
mutandis to the conclusion of the contract.

f) The customer is informed that for all above-men-
tioned booking types, there is no right of withdrawal 
after conclusion of the contract for package travel 
contracts concluded at a distance due to the statutory 
provision of Sec. 312 g para. 2, sentence 1 no. 9 BGB. 
Withdrawal from the contract pursuant to Sec. 651 h 
BGB, on the other hand, is possible at any time

2. Payment
a) All payments (deposit or final payment) on the 

tour price before the end of the tour by the customer 
are only to be made if an effective customer money 
protection contract exists and the customer has been 
handed over the protection certificate with the name 
and contact details of the customer money protector 
in a clear, comprehensible and highlighted manner.

b) After conclusion of the travel contract, a deposit 
of 20% of the tour price is payable against handover 
of the security certificate.

c) The balance of the total price must be paid at 
the latest 4 weeks before the date of arrival by bank 
transfer to the account of Wolfsburg Wirtschaft und 
Marketing GmbH (WMG)

 
Sparkasse Celle-Gifhorn-Wolfsburg 
IBAN: DE17 2695 1311 0011 0561 32 
BIC: NOLADE21GFW

The payment must be made at the same time as the 
travel documents and the security certificate are han-
ded over, unless other agreements have been made.

d) Contracts concluded within four weeks before 
the start of the tour oblige the customer to pay the full 
tour price immediately.

e) If the registration is made one week prior to arri-
val (short-term booking), the customer must pay the 
travel price immediately by bank transfer in exchange 
for the travel documents. Payment of the tour price 
must be received on the WMG account no later than 
one day before the start of the tour.

Special arrangements, e.g. payment on site on the 
day of arrival, can be made by prior arrangement. 
In the event of a short-term booking, the travel 
documents can also be handed over directly on site 
by arrangement.

f) If the customer fails to make the down payment 
and/or the final payment in accordance with the ag-
reed payment due dates, even though WMG is willing 
and able to duly provide the contractual services, 
has fulfilled its statutory information obligations and 
there is no statutory or contractual right of retention 
on the part of the customer, this shall entitle WMG 
to withdraw from the travel contract after issuing a 
reminder with a deadline and to charge the customer 
with withdrawal costs.

3. Services 
a) WMG expressly reserves the right to declare 

a concrete change to the brochure, catalogue and 
price information for factually justified, significant 
and unforeseeable reasons before the conclusion of 
the contract, of which the customer will of course be 
informed before booking.

b) The contractual services are based on the service 
description (brochure/catalogue/individual offers) re-
levant at the time of the conclusion of the contract as 
well as the other agreements, in particular the travel 
registration and the travel confirmation.

c) Additional assurances, ancillary agreements, 
special

Any other agreements or agreed special requests 
by the customer should be included in the travel 
registration and in particular in the travel confirmation.

4. Prices
a) The prices are stated in the service descriptions 

(brochure/catalogue/individual offers) and apply per 
person, unless otherwise stated.

b) A self-directed arrival or departure is required, 
e.g. by train or car/bus. Transfer costs before and 
during the stay are not included in the offers, unless 
otherwise stated.

5. Changes in performance
a) Changes and deviations of essential features of 

travel services from the agreed content of the travel 
contract that become necessary after conclusion of 
the contract and were not brought about by WMG in 
bad faith are only permitted insofar as the changes 
or deviations are not significant and do not affect the 
overall nature of the booked trip.

b) WMG must explain a permissible change to an 
essential travel service to the client in a clear, com-
prehensible and prominent manner on a permanent 
data carrier immediately after becoming aware of the 
reason for the change.

c) In the event of a significant change to an 
essential travel service or a deviation from special 
specifications, the client may, in a

The customer may, within a reasonable period of 
time, either accept the change or withdraw from the 
contract free of charge, or instead request participa-
tion in another trip of at least the same value, if WMG 
is in a position to offer such a trip from its range of 
offers at no extra cost to the customer. The customer 
has the choice of reacting to the notification or not. If 
the Client does not respond to WMG or does not res-
pond within the statutory period, the notified change 
shall be deemed accepted. The customer shall be 
informed of this in a clear, comprehensible and 
prominent manner in connection with the notification 
of change.

d) In the event of a permissible change, the other 
rights (in particular reduction, compensation) remain 
unaffected insofar as the changed services are 
defective. Pursuant to Sec. 651 m para. 2 BGB, WMG 
must reimburse the customer for the difference if a 
changed trip or a substitute trip has been carried out 
and this has caused lower costs for WMG with the 
same quality.

6. Withdrawal of the customer
a) The customer may withdraw from the travel 

contract at any time before the start of the journey. 
In the event of withdrawal before the start of the 
trip by the client, WMG is entitled to reasonable 
compensation for the travel arrangements made 
and the expenses incurred, insofar as WMG is 
not responsible for the withdrawal or there are no 
extraordinary circumstances at the destination or in 
its immediate vicinity.

circumstances occur which significantly impair the 
performance of the trip or the transport of persons 
to the destination. The amount of compensation 
shall be calculated on the basis of the tour price 
less the value of the saved costs of the WMG and 
less what WMG acquires through other use of the 
travel service. The lump sums are determined taking 
into account the period between the declaration of 
cancellation and the start of the trip as well as the 
expected saving of expenses and the expected ac-
quisition through other use of the travel service. The 
compensation is calculated according to the receipt 

of the notice of cancellation in a percentage ratio to 
the tour price as follows:

 
If the resignation 
up to 30 days before departure  
5 % of the total travel price (min. 20 €)

from the 29th to the 22nd day before the start  
of the journey   
15 % of the total tour price

from the 21st to the 15th day before the start  
of the journey   
35 % of the total tour price

from the 14th to the 8th day before the start  
of the journey   
60 % of the total tour price

from day 7 until date of arrival  
80 % of the total tour price

b) The receipt of the notice of withdrawal by WMG 
is decisive for the running of the deadlines.

It is recommended that the customer declares the 
withdrawal on a durable data medium.

c) The customer is expressly permitted to prove 
that a claim for compensation has not arisen at all 
or that the compensation is significantly lower than 
the flat rate.

d) WMG reserves the right to demand higher, 
individually calculated compensation instead of the 
above lump sums, insofar as WMG can prove that it 
has incurred significantly higher expenses than the 
applicable lump sum. In this case, WMG is obliged 
to specifically quantify and justify the compensation 
demanded, taking into account the expenses saved 
and less what it acquires through other use of the 
travel service. In the event of withdrawal, WMG is 
obliged to refund the travel price immediately, but in 
any case within 14 days of receipt of the notice of 
withdrawal. Sec. 651 e BGB remains unaffected by 
the above conditions.

7. Changes at the request of the customer
If the customer requests changes or rebookings 

after conclusion of the contract, WMG may charge a 
handling fee of 20 euros for making the correspon-
ding changes. The customer reserves the right to 
prove that no or significantly lower expenses were 
incurred. The rebooking is free of charge if it is ne-
cessary because WMG has provided no, insufficient 
or incorrect pre-contractual information to the client 
pursuant to Art. 250 Sec. 3 EGBGB.

8. Substitute travellers
a) Up to the start of the trip, the customer may 

request WMG to allow a third party to take over his or 
her rights and obligations under the contract. WMG 
may only object to this if the third party does not 
meet the special travel requirements or its participa-
tion is contrary to legal regulations or official orders.

b) The client and the third party are liable to WMG 
as joint and several debtors for the travel price for 
the additional costs incurred due to the participation 
of the third party - regularly lumped at 20 euros. The 
client reserves the right to prove that no or signifi-
cantly lower expenses were incurred.

9. Reiseabbruch/Versicherungen
If the trip is cancelled due to a circumstance within 

the customer’s sphere of influence (e.g. illness), 
WMG will attempt to obtain a refund from the service 
provider.

 The insured person shall be entitled to obtain 
reimbursement of expenses saved and of proceeds 
from the utilisation of the services not utilised. This 
does not apply if completely insignificant services 
are affected or if reimbursement is opposed by 
statutory or official provisions.

It is recommended to take out travel cancellation 
insurance, if necessary including the costs of interrup-
ting the journey, and travel health insurance including 
the costs of repatriation and, if necessary, luggage 
insurance. Travel cancellation insurance can be

You can take out insurance with any insurance 
company up to the 21st day after booking.

Corresponding insurance policies are offered, for 
example, by:

Europäische Reiseversicherung AG
Rosenheimer Straße 116
81669 München

10. Disturbance by the customer/traveller
WMG may terminate the travel contract without 

notice if the customer continues to cause considera-
ble disruption despite a warning or if he/she behaves 
contrary to the contract to such an extent that his/her 
further participation is no longer reasonable for WMG 
and/or the tour participants and the termination of the 
contract is justified. This also applies if the customer 
does not comply with objectively justified instructions. 
In this case, WMG shall continue to be entitled to 
the travel price, insofar as it does not incur saved 
expenses and benefits from an alternative use of the 
travel service(s), including the amounts credited to it 
by the service providers. Claims for damages in other 
respects remain unaffected.

11. Warranty and remedy
a) If the trip is not provided free of travel defects, 

the customer may demand redress. Insofar as WMG 
was unable to provide a remedy as a result of a 
culpable failure to report the defect, the customer 
may neither assert claims for a reduction in price 
in accordance with Sec. 651 m BGB nor claims for 
damages in accordance with Sec. 651 n BGB. If the 
travel services are not in accordance with the con-
tract, the customer must notify WMG of the defect in 
order to safeguard his further claims. The client may 
demand a remedy, provided this does not require 
disproportionate effort. The remedy consists of the 
removal of the travel deficiency or an equivalent 
replacement service.

b) If the trip is significantly impaired by a defect, 
the customer must first set WMG a reasonable 
deadline for remedial action. If the deadline passes 
without result, the customer may terminate the travel 
contract. The setting of a deadline is dispensable if 
the remedy is impossible, is refused or the immedia-
te termination is justified by a special interest of the 
customer. This applies accordingly if the customer 
cannot reasonably be expected to travel as a result 
of a defect for an important reason recognisable to 
WMG.

c) WMG refers to the obligation to provide 
assistance pursuant to Sec. 651 q BGB, according 
to which the customer must be provided with reaso-
nable assistance without delay in the event of Sec. 
651 k para. 4 BGB or for other reasons of difficulty, in 
particular through

aa) Provide appropriate information on health 
services, local authorities and consular assistance.

bb) Support in the establishment of long-distance 
communications links; and

cc) assistance in finding other travel options. 
Section 651 k (3) of the German Civil Code (BGB) 
remains unaffected.

12. Duty to cooperate
The customer is obliged to take reasonable steps 

to minimise any damage. For example, the customer 
must inform WMG if he/she does not receive the 
necessary travel documents within the period commu-
nicated by WMG.

13. Limitation of liability
a) The contractual liability of WMG for damages 

that are not bodily injuries is limited to three times 
the travel price per traveller and trip, insofar as 
damage to the customer is not caused intentionally 
or by gross negligence. Possible additional claims 
according to international agreements or legal regu-
lations based on such agreements remain unaffected 
by this limitation.

b) WMG is not liable for disruptions to services, 
personal injury and material damage in connection 
with services in the area of third-party services that are 
merely brokered if these services have been expressly 
identified as third-party services in the travel brochure 
and the travel confirmation, stating the identity and 
address of the brokered contractual partner in such a 
clear manner that they are not relevant for the traveller.

are recognisable to the customer as not being part 
of WM’s trip and have been selected separately. The 
Sec. 651b, 651c, 651w and 651y BGB remain unaffec-
ted. WMG shall, however, be liable if and to the extent 
that any damage suffered by the client was caused 
by WMG’s breach of its duties to provide information, 
clarification or organisation.

14. Assertion of claims and limitation period,
Consumer dispute resolution

a) The customer must assert claims pursuant to 
Sec. 651 i para. 3 nos. 2 to 7 BGB against WMG. 
Claims can also be asserted via the travel agent if the 
trip was booked via this travel agent. It is recommen-
ded that the claim be made on a permanent data 
carrier.

b) Claims become time-barred after two years in 
accordance with Sec. 651 j BGB. The limitation period 
begins on the day on which the trip should end accor-
ding to the contract.

c) With regard to the Consumer Dispute Resolution 
Act, WMG points out that WMG does not participate 
in voluntary consumer dispute resolution. If consumer 
dispute resolution becomes mandatory for the tour 
operator after these travel conditions have gone to 
print, WMG will inform the customer of this in an 
appropriate manner. WMG refers to the European 
online dispute resolution platform http:// ec.europa.
eu/consumers/odr/ for all travel contracts concluded 
in electronic legal transactions. 

15. Choice of law and place of jurisdiction
The entire legal and contractual relationship 

between WMG and the customer, who does not have 
a general place of residence or business in Germany, 
shall be governed exclusively by German law, subject 
to the proviso that – if the traveller has his or her 
habitual place of residence abroad – the traveller shall 
also enjoy the protection of the mandatory provisions 
of the law that would be applicable in the absence 
of this clause, in accordance with Article 6 (2) of the 
Rome I Regulation.

The customer may sue WMG at its registered office.

16. Invalidity of individual provisions
The invalidity of individual provisions does not 

justify the invalidity of the rest of the travel contract.
Wolfsburg Wirtschaft und Marketing GmbH 
Porschestraße 2, 38440 Wolfsburg
Phone: +49 53 61 89994-0 | Fax: +49 53 61 89994-19 
Email: service@wmg-wolfsburg.de

Our travel conditions
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Monday to Saturday from 9 am to 6 pm 
Sunday from 10 am to 3 pm

Adress
Willy-Brandt-Platz 4

Phone
+49 5361 89993-0

Opening hours

A SERVICE PROVIDED BY
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Wolfsburg
Convention Bureau

wolfsburg-tagungen.de   A SERVICE PROVIDED BY

MEETING AND
CONVENTION SERVICE
FOR WOLFSBURG

Profit from our full service for 
your event:

• Competent advice
• Arrangement of event  

locations
• Arrangement of hotel   

and room allocations
• Organisation of     

supporting programmes

Ines Simon
Head of Wolfsburg Convention Bureau 

MEETING AND
CONVENTION SERVICE
FOR WOLFSBURG

Profit from our full service for 
your event:

• Competent advice
• Arrangement of event  

locations
• Arrangement of hotel   

and room allocations
• Organisation of     

supporting programmes

Ines Simon
Head of Wolfsburg Convention Bureau 

We are herefor you:+49 5361 89994-77
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Highlights

01.  Autostadt  
Stadtbrücke · 38440 Wolfsburg

02.  Volkswagen Arena  
In den Allerwiesen 1 · 38446 Wolfsburg

03.  Designer Outlets Wolfsburg  
An der Vorburg 1 · 38440 Wolfsburg

04.  Science Center phaeno  
Willy-Brandt-Platz 1 · 38440 Wolfsburg

05.  Kunstmuseum Wolfsburg  
Hollerplatz 1 · 38440 Wolfsburg

06.  Allerpark 
Allerpark · 38448 Wolfsburg 

Allerpark

07.  BadeLand Wolfsburg  
Allerpark 4 · 38448 Wolfsburg

08.  Columbian Pavilion  
Allerpark 12 · 38448 Wolfsburg

09.  monkeyman High Ropes Course  
Allerpark 6 · 38448 Wolfsburg

10.  WakePark  
Berliner Ring 1 · 38446 Wolfsburg

11.  STRIKE Bowling and Event Center  
Allerpark 7 · 38448 Wolfsburg

12.  EisArena  
Allerpark 5 · 38448 Wolfsburg 

02.  Volkswagen Arena 
In den Allerwiesen 1 · 38446 Wolfsburg 

13.  AOK Stadion 
Allerpark 2 · 38448 Wolfsburg 

Good Entertainment

14.  Hallenbad – Culture at Schachtweg 
Schachtweg 31 · 38440 Wolfsburg

15.  Scharoun Theater Wolfsburg  
Klieverhagen 50 · 38440 Wolfsburg

16.  CongressPark Wolfsburg  
Heinrich-Heine-Str. · 38440 Wolfsburg

Crazy about cars

17.  Volkswagen Factory  
VW-Tor 17 · 38440 Wolfsburg

01.  Autostadt  
Stadtbrücke · 38440 Wolfsburg

18.  AutoMuseum Volkswagen  
Dieselstraße 35 · 38446 Wolfsburg 

19.  Heinrich-Büssing-Haus  
Hehlinger Str. 11 · 38446 Wolfsburg

Culturally Diverse

20.  Schloss Wolfsburg 
Schloßstraße 8 · 38448 Wolfsburg

21.  Stadtmuseum in the M2K 
Schloßstraße 8 · 38448 Wolfsburg

22.  Städtische Galerie Wolfsburg 
Schloßstraße 8 · 38448 Wolfsburg

23.  Institute Heidersberger 
Schloßstraße 8 · 38448 Wolfsburg

24.  Kunstverein Wolfsburg
Schloßstraße 8 · 38448 Wolfsburg

25.  Burg Neuhaus  
Burgallee 2 · 38446 Wolfsburg

26.  Schloss Fallersleben 
Schloßplatz 6 · 38442 Wolfsburg

27.  Hoffmann-v.-Fallersleben-Museum 
Schloßplatz 5 · 38442 Wolfsburg

Highlights for Families

09.  monkeyman High Ropes Course  
Allerpark 6 · 38448 Wolfsburg

07.  BadeLand Wolfsburg  
Allerpark 4 · 38448 Wolfsburg

28.  Planetarium Wolfsburg 
Uhlandweg 2 · 38440 Wolfsburg

11.  STRIKE Bowling and Event Center  
Allerpark 7 · 38448 Wolfsburg

29.  Escape-City Wolfsburg 
Lessingstr. 72 · 38440 Wolfsburg 

.  ol s ur er fi urentheater ompa n e
Am Hasselbach 4 · 38440 Wolfsburg 

01.  Autostadt   
Stadtbrücke · 38440 Wolfsburg

04.  Science Center phaeno Wolfsburg   
Willy-Brandt-Platz 1 · 38440 Wolfsburg

City Centre & Shopping

31.  Tourist Information  
in the Wolfsburg Store 
Willy-Brandt-Platz 4 · 38440 Wolfsburg

32.  Central Station  
Willy-Brandt-Platz 3 · 38440 Wolfsburg

03.  Designer Outlets Wolfsburg  
An der Vorburg 1 · 38440 Wolfsburg  

33.  Porschestraße Pedestrian Zone  
Porschestraße · 38440 Wolfsburg

34.  City-Galerie Wolfsburg  
Porschestraße 45 · 38440 Wolfsburg

Allerpark

Hesslingen

Hellwinkel

Schillerteich

City Centre

Volkswagen Factory
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DIRECTION
Detmerode ca. 4,7 km

DIRECTION
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26 27

DIRECTION
Fallersleben ca. 4,6 km

DIRECTION
Sandkamp ca. 3 km

DIRECTION
Tor Haupteingang ca. 4,2 km
Tor Sandkamp ca. 1,1 km
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58
59

DIRECTION
Detmerode

Nordsteimke

DIRECTION
Brackstedt ca. 7 km

DIRECTION
Tor Nord ca. 1,2 km

DIRECTION
Gifhorn ca. 20 km

Tor 17Tor 17

Tor 6Tor 6Tor 6

25

DIRECTION
Vorsfelde ca. 1,1 km

DIRECTION
Reislingen ca. 2,3 kmReislingen

DIRECTION
Neuhaus ca. 2,6 kmca. 2,6 km




